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We would like to thank the reviewers for their thoughtful and constructive reviews. Be-
low we give a point-by-point answer to all the issues that they have raised. O

We will take all these points into consideration in the final version when we submit the
revised manuscript.

Anonymous Referee #1

Received and published: 19 November 2011

1. Around line 21, where the sentence begins with Ng and Conway, I really lost track of
what was being discussed. i.e., what do internal layers in radar profiles have to do with
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surface stripes? I also couldn’t visualize what "folding" was being referred to in line 26
(and in the following paragraph.. I guess this is on page 3087 and 3088... I note that
the line numbers restart at each page (makes it hard for the referee...).

We have rewritten the Introduction to take this comment into account, as well as the
comment of Reviewer 2. We also removed discussion of the Ng and Conway paper.

2. "Top" of an ice stream (last line on 3088) does this mean surface or the "confluence"
where an ice stream first begins...

Changed to “surface” to clarify.

3. It would help (in the introduction) if a cartoon or schematic could be shown that
would help the reader more easily visualize the difference between mechanisms 1., 2.,
and 3. (on page 3089)

There is already a schematic as the final Figure so we prefer to leave it there.

– I’m not sure if this is a meaningful comment, but I’ll add it..: Is it possible (as I look at
Table 1) that there are also examples of "flow stripes" being seen on the bottom of ice
shelves (e.g., I think that one of the early BAS studies of the Ross Ice Shelf identified
"marine ice" stripes that existed on the Ross Ice Shelf radar data... I don’t remember
the reference, but it was displayed in the 1978 or 1979 issue of J. Glaciol. on the "dy-
namics of large ice sheets"...) The point is that only ice shelves have this additional
"free surface" and thus one could ask whether such stripes or other longitudinal fea-
tures are witnessed there in addition to the many observations of them on the upper
air surface of glaciers and ice sheets...

We are aware of a certain type of longitudinal surface features that are only seen
on ice shelves. These features are much wider than the flow stripes we discuss in
the paper and must be caused by different processes. These features are often not
aligned exactly with ice flow. A good example of such a feature is found downstream of
the grounding line of Rutford Ice Stream, and a radar survey (Adrian Jenkins, personal
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communication) interpreted that feature as being the surface expression of an incised
melt water channel.

4. The figures are very beautiful!

Thank you

5. Would it help (in maybe one case) if a surface velocity field were also shown (e.g.,
from the recently published Rignot et al. IPY "reference surface velocity" data that is
just now being released...)?

We value this comment but save that comparison for a future paper.

I thoroughly enjoyed this paper and was fascinated by the meticulously drawn flowline
features that were shown in the figures...

Thank you

Interactive comment on The Cryosphere Discuss., 5, 3085, 2011.
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